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Citizen Scientists Map Auroras
in Real Time, Make Discoveries,
and Improve Alerts
Image capture of the Aurorasaurus website, 2017

Aurorasaurus Is...
• The first and only citizen science project that maps
aurora sightings, providing real-time validation,
alerting registered users, and enhancing scientists’
ability to image large solar storms.
• A hybrid, assimilative platform reliant on
crowdsourcing and community science reports
through our website, free apps, and Twitter.
Verification of tweets is also crowdsourced.

Top: Science Products. Bottom: Data Practices. Credit: Aurorasaurus

Evaluation and Innovation
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STEVE by citizen scientist Catalin Tapardel

Data-Driven Discoveries
• Social media can provide accurate, detailed, real-time
indications of space weather events (Case et al, 2015.)
• Combining citizen science reports with a traditional
solar wind-driven auroral precipitation model enables
greater spatial resolution of auroral visibility and the
ability to generate localized alerts (Case et al., 2016a).
• Utilizing crowdsourced verification of real-time aurora
sightings is successful (Case et al., 2016b).
• A structure recognized by citizen scientists but
unidentified by science is associated with subauroral
ion drift (SAID) and is now known as Strong Thermal
Emission Velocity Enhancement, or STEVE (MacDonald
et al., 2018).
• Datasets are made publicly available to encourage
further discoveries (Kosar et al., 2018).

• Aurorasaurus is collaborating with field leaders to
synthesize interdisciplinary evaluation frameworks for
citizen science.
• We applied the quantitative “A Science Products
Inventory for Citizen-Science Planning and Evaluation”
(Wiggins et al, 2018) to Aurorasaurus (see chart above)
and integrated qualitative metrics
• We posit that citizen science project evaluation should
benefit citizen scientists as stakeholders
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Citizen scientist, photographer, and aurora chaser Hugo Sanchez contributes data to Aurorasaurus.
Photo by Hugo Sanchez

Hearts in the Ice are overwintering in Svalbard doing “extreme citizen
science,” including for Aurorasaurus. Credit: Hearts in the Ice

Join us!

• Aurorasaurus builds partnerships with local enthusiast
groups that benefit the aurora science and citizen science
communities. Join our Ambassador group to help build a
broader community of practice.
• Visit aurorasaurus.org or download our app from
iTunes or the Play Store (coming soon!) to make reports
• Follow our e-newsletter, Twitter @TweetAurora, and
Facebook, or contribute a blog post
• Questions? Email aurorasaurus.info@gmail.com

